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Enabling a school community and cross year 
mentoring via social media in Visual Communications.



Goals

1. To seed a self-sustaining cross year student dialogue on 
approaches to visual communication.  

2. To engender a culture of peer mentorship.
3. Leave a design communication legacy

Enabling a school community and cross year 
mentoring via social media in Visual Communications.



First Semester - Design Communications 1: 
○ Sketching - Spatial Representation investigation

Second Semester - Design Communications 2: 
○ Digital Media - Presentation (Photoshop, Indesign, Sketchup)

A Landscape Architecture Course 



Why Design Communications 2 ?

1. Compulsory whole school - first year subject
2. Common subject of interest for first years and third years
3. 3rd and 4th year students have valuable experience and 

skills in presentation they can impart
4. Subject deals with digital media of which social media is a 

similar species.
5. Computer based subject therefore likely to be on social 

media



Student investigation of “social media mentorship idea” 

Attitude to mentoring idea ?
Current 3rd years (now 4th years) were unanimously positive to the 
idea of 3rd years talking to 1st years, about experiences in visual 
communications and in fact more generally. Few not keen on sharing 
tips and secrets with immediate year below. 

Implementation of idea ?
Coaxing the same 3rd years to talk to 1st years was difficult, little 
incentive and timing problems



How the threads of community were then laid. 

Introducing 3rd years to 1st years:
1. face to face introduction 

(in the lecture)
2. Providing a social media space for that dialogue to continue. 

(Facebook) 



Introduction of 3rd Years 
to 1st Years, Face to Face

3rd Year reflections for 1st 
years:
● The variety of 

approaches to visual 
communication

● Ease of interaction

3rd Year reflections for 
Lecturer: 
● Missed Sketchup, 
● would have liked 

Illustrator intro. 

● Facebook - Landscape Communications

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1546040309031696/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1546040309031696/


Creation of Social Media space 
(Facebook Page)

● Public Page for Landscape 
UNSW

● Creates a home for the Group



Creation of Facebook Group 
for ongoing Connection via 
Social Media

● Intra - 1st Year
● Inter -  3rd & 1st Year.

Facebook - Landscape Communications

Identification of clashes, etc

The Facebook group has only 
being going 4 months. 

Student feedback has been 
the greatest impact so far

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1546040309031696/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1546040309031696/


Upload of Missed Lecture - 
Axonometric 

Facebook - Landscape Communications

https://www.facebook.com/groups/1546040309031696/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1546040309031696/


Discussion of Upcoming Excursion to 
Lavender Bay



3rd Year postings of AILA events



Facebook - Reflections 

1. The Facebook group never becomes inaccessible, like a Moodle 
page does. 

2. Facebook is always being observed and provides spontaneous 
feedback. 

3. Over time becomes a knowledge bank for the school

Negatives privacy and proprietal issues. 



Mentor - Reflections

Incubating a meta learning environment across all years, takes presentation 
questions out of one year where there might be competitive pressures to non 
disclosure of communication tips and tricks, into other years where there is the 
possibility of a more mentoring and sharing relationship.



Ongoing

For the idea to gel it will take 3 years, as the original cohort moves through the course. 
With 1st year students being exposed to visual communication and 3rd year mentors, 
and then as they themselves become 3rd years understanding their role as mentors 
within the school.


